Garfinkel contributes to MIT

(Continued from page 5)

Having snow is a responsibility. We're changing the way America cuts its hair.

The Office of Minority Education is a racist organ for dealing with the social and educational problems of minority students. It was established here at the Institute by leftist radicals from "Hallowed halls." Its true purpose is to indoctrinate the minority community with pernicious beliefs like "Kill the white people."

All minority issues were resolved at 11:59 pm on December 31, 1965. Ever since, all human beings have lived together in peace and harmony except for the radical MIT students who wish to maintain the OME office.

I wish to thank Simson for being the first of our students who are really enlightened. I am truly enlightened. I am looking forward to his informing me of these issues and others as the year progresses.

Closing comments

By now, I am sure you realize my feelings concerning most of Simson L. Garfinkel's work. But I would be remiss if I didn't say that some of his columns have been worthwhile.

Simson has written some very good columns on R/G Week, Tech Squares, and No Nuke zealots. I leave it to the reader to ask The Tech to reprint some of these columns in future issues.

Simson L. Garfinkel, I do think you're one of the funniest events in The Tech's history. Unfortunately, much of your writing is riddled with naiveté and ignorance. But at least you're trying to make a contribution to the MIT community.
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